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Act on-time and digitalize processes to avoid costly penalties! 

EU-GDPR ACCELERATING GDPR COMPLIANCE

In May 2018, the new EU General Data Protecti-
on Regulation (GDPR) came into effect. Since 
then, companies must fulfill comprehensive 
requirements for the protection of personal 
data. The GDPR aims to ensure uniform legal 
protection and rules on data protection throug-
hout Europe. Since every company is in posses-
sion of personal data, the management must 
take technical and organizational measures to 
protect this data. 

In addition, companies cannot ignore internal 
processes relating to security, data protection, 
transparency, and traceability.
It is essential for data protection conformity that 
internal processes allow for the rights of those 
affected to be dealt with on time and provide 
sufficient documentation.

Companies, therefore, need to ensure compli-
ance with data subjects rights as well as the 
processing of incidents such as data breaches 
in a verifiable, timely and documented manner. 

The Axon.Ivy GDPR template allows companies 
and authorities to deal with the rights to data 
portability rules, subject access rights, as well as 
the requirements of the data breach/incident 
response plans. 

Digital, documented handling of data 
subject rights

GDPR gives natural persons greater transpa-
rency and rights on the treatment of their 
personal data. For example, data subjects can 
object to incorrect or inaccurate data on file or 
even demand its deletion under certain 
circumstances. 

Complete documentation of the processes for 
inquiries of affected persons is required to 
comply with the provisions of GDPR.

Details of this end-to-end process:

• Requests from data subjects (affected person) 
are submitted manually via an online form.

• Depending on the type of request, the case 
is forwarded automatically to the responsible 
department, which executes the data identi-
fication, evaluation, modification, erasure 
and/or data provision.  

THE "RIGHTS OF DATA  
SUBJECTS" INCLUDE

• right of access 
• right of rectification
• right of erasure 
 („rigth to be forgotten“)
• right of restricition of processing 
• right of data portability
• right to object
• and miscellaneous  

« With the Axon.ivy GDPR 
template, companies digitalize 
the end-to-end process - from 

the initial request to the 
final notfication »
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• The ability of administrators to adapt the 
stored guidelines (who is to receive which 
requests)– no programming skills are  
necessary.

• Also, the notification of a new task to the 
responsible department via email.

• All details of the executed processes are 
recorded in a log (who, what, when) to 
provide revision-proof documentation.

• The integrated response management functi-
onality provides stored blocks of text to facili-
tate standardized notification of data subjects.

Special process for erasure requests

The new data protection rules require certain 
information and documents related to erasure 
requests be no longer available for request but 
documented and stored (legal hold). The option 
of a data protection vault for the storage of sensi-
tive documents is given to comply with these 
requirements. The responsible departments 
identify the data as they process the request and 
integrate it into the digital processing procedu-
re in an appropriate form. The information is then 
erased or anonymized in the productive system. 
Following this step, the personal data are no 
longer available in the daily used systems, which 
prevents accidental or unintended use by any 
other employee. The data protection officers 
have access to the data protection vault for legal 
information. The data stored in the data protec-
tion vault is erased after the expiry of a prede-
termined period (retention time) per the regula-
tion.

Triggers for data erasure request can be:  

• Termination of customer or supplier contracts: 
personal data is erased or stored in the data 
protection vault per GDPR. 

• Resignation of employees or association 
members: erasure of the data after the expiry 
of the retention period (up to 30 years). 

A solution for all data protection needs

For unique, unpredictable, or widely 
varying processes, Axon.Ivy also offers the 
functionality of a so-called ad-hoc 
workflow. Unlike pre-set, consistent proces-
ses (such as handling of rights of data 
subjects), workflows can be determined by 
the user during the operation. Thus, users 
can react to unforeseen events and handle 
exceptional situations. 

All these digitalized processes ensure that 
companies comply with the respective EU 
regulations.

• Court-order to lock data: If data needs to be 
sealed, it can be stored safely in the legal hold. 
Only authorized persons such as members of 
the legal department or the data protection 
officer have access to the data stored there.  

Complying with data protection provision 
in the event of a data breach

The GDPR defines a “personal data breach” as a 
breach of security leading to the destruction, 
loss, alteration or unauthorized disclosure of 
personal data (e.g., loss of a data storage device, 
hacking attack). A personal data breach can 
cause physical, material or non-material damage 
to the data subject.

In the event of such data breach, the following 
reporting and notification processes can be set 
up via the AXON Ivy template:

• notification of the responsible supervisory 
authority if the personal data breach is likely 
to endanger the rights and liberties of natural 
persons, and

• notification of the data subject(s) if the perso-
nal data breach is expected to cause signifi-
cant risk to the personal rights and liberties 
of natural persons.

Stored predefined text modules can be used to 
generate these required notifications.  


